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Finding meaning in Jackson Pollock’s
world of chaos by DR E W MO S S

King
Kitchen
A home devastated by Superstorm Sandy gets a chef-grade
cooking space
by CY N D I M U R R AY
SOMETIMES MOTHER NATURE PROVIDES AN

Pollack lived out his days
with his wife Lee Krasner
in The Springs, near East
Hampton. Their home and
his studio is now a study
center that can be visited
most summer weekends.

One of the crowning
elements of this redesign is
the oversized island housing
state-of-the-art amenities.
A Sub Zero wine cooler and
beverage center are built
into the custom-made piece.
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TOP
A prep sink featuring stainless steel
faucets by Kohler makes efficient use of
the kitchen space.
BOTTOM
The palette of black magna granite, with
textured, leather finishes used for the
backsplash and perimeter countertops
balances the white cabinetry.

TOP
The island’s cabinet style is overlay with a sand-through distressed finish. The
stunning island countertop is poured concrete.
BOTTOM
The white cabinetry has beaded inset doors that complement the dark kitchen island
anchoring the room.

foyer to enhance the grandiosity of the space.
“Not only did this create a sense of height, but
also added tremendous visual interest.”
Lighting is also essential in maximizing the
floor plan. Three large chandeliers were hung
strategically above the home’s farmhouse sink
and dining room table, as well as in the living
room. The addition of the chandeliers help the
vertical proportions of the room by drawing
the eyes upward as well as creating individual
pools of light that delineate separate areas.
Use of texture and unexpected materials are
hallmarks of Rosenberg’s “transitional country” design, thus “a great deal of time was spent
sourcing surfaces that exude a visually artistic
appearance.” For the perimeter countertop
and backsplash, Rosenberg chose a palette of
black magna granite with textured, leather
finishes that complement the white cabinetry
as well as the porcelain wood-look floor.
The island’s extra chunky posts add drama
to its black, distressed finish. And its countertop is not wood, but poured concrete embedded
with fiber optic lights that change colors. “Using the poured concrete allowed us flexibility
with the size needed for the expansive countertop. The island is in the center of the room.
It is a striking element that enhances all of the
decorative choices of the whole kitchen.” p

As far as decorative materials go, concrete is the new black. Find more concrete décor tips at lipulse.com.

